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Ocean wave energy is one of the most promising clean and renewable energy sources, so developing effective
methods to collect such ‘random’ and ultra-low frequency energy is indispensable. The invention of triboelectric
nanogenerators (TENGs) provides new prospects for large-scale blue energy harvesting. In this work, a new
spherical TENG based on the coupling of spring-assisted structure and swing structure, integrated with a charge
excitation circuit (CEC), was constructed to scavenge water wave energy. The particular structure can transform
low-frequency water wave vibrations to high-frequency motions, elevating the frequencies of electrical outputs.
Moreover, a TENG array consisting of four TENGs with CECs was fabricated, exhibiting a maximum output power
of 16.6 mW and a 205 times enhanced output current of 23.3 mA. The charge excitation TENG array was
demonstrated to successfully power a digital thermometer and a wireless signal transmission and reception
system without any external power supply. Our study not only provides a new type of TENG with improved
performance, but also offers a strategy for constructing maritime internet of things (IoTs) system.

1. Introduction
Energy source crisis is a common issue today faced by all countries
around the world. For the sustainable development of human society,
the exploitation of advanced energy technologies becomes the focus of
energy research [1]. The turbulent ocean waves contain tremendous
clean and renewable energies, which deserve to be exploited [2]. For
decades, various schemes have been proposed based on traditional
electromagnetic generators (EMGs) to collect ocean wave energy [3,4].
However, those experimental apparatuses are almost inefficient under
low-frequency ocean waves (< 2 Hz). The EMGs are also confronted
with the disadvantages of heavy mass, high cost, and easy to corrode [4,
5]. Therefore, developing other more efficient technologies for water
wave energy harvesting is the key to breaking down barriers.
Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG, also called as Wang generator)
was invented in 2012 as a promising technology for converting

mechanical energy into electrical power [6,7]. Compared with the
EMGs, the TENGs do not rely on bulky magnetic components. They
adopt a working mechanism of Maxwell’s displacement current [8], so
they are more flexible, lightweight and cost-effective [9–12]. So far, the
TENGs have exhibited huge potential in harvesting energy from a vari
ety of sources, especially the low-frequency ocean waves [13–23].
However, for most demonstrated TENG devices, the water waves with
ultra-low triggering frequency can only induce TENGs to generate
electrical outputs at the similar frequency, resulting in insufficient en
ergy conversion [24,25]. In our previous works, two effective solutions
have been proposed to multiply the output frequency, respectively by
introducing springs to store elastic potential and constructing
pendulum-like structures capable of continuous swing [24,26–28].
Based on these studies, the more optimized structure needs to be further
designed. Besides amplifying the output frequency, investing efforts to
enhance the output current is also important for large-scale practical
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of an as-fabricated spherical TENG with the spring-assisted swing structure floating on the ocean surface. (b) Schematic representation
for the enlarged structure inside the TENG. (c) Relative positions of four basic units in the spherical TENG. (d) Schematic working principle of each basic unit. (e)
Framework for constructing the self-powered system based on the charge excitation TENG network driven by the water waves.

applications toward blue energy. The charge excitation system reported
in our recent work [29], based on the voltage-multiplying circuit (VMC),
can be applied to improve the output current, thereby the output power.
In this work, we developed a new spherical TENG to harvest water
wave energy, combining the advantages of the spring-assisted structure
and swing structure. On the basis of structure optimization, the charge
excitation circuit (CEC) was integrated with the TENG to boost the
output current. First, the TENG was optimized by adjusting the spring
length and the copper ball diameter in the structure. Next, the output
performance of the optimal TENG was systematically studied under
different water wave conditions generated by a standard wave tank
equipment. Then, a TENG array consisting of four TENG units was
fabricated and integrated with the CECs, and the output characteristics
were measured correspondingly. Finally, the charge excitation TENG
array was applied to power a digital thermometer and a wireless signal
transmission and reception system, demonstrating potential applica
tions of TENGs toward large-scale maritime internet of things (IoTs).

component, and an axis (length: 12 cm) was integrated with it. A hole
was cut out at the lower part of the circular acrylic sheet for placing the
copper mass ball, and then two acrylic semicircular acrylic sheets were
adopted to sandwich the copper ball. Through two commercial bearings,
the swing component was adhered to the inner wall of the acrylic
spherical shell (diameter: 12 cm). Second, the two spring components of
the TENG device were fixed with the spherical shell through the semi
circular sheets in the middle. Springs on the top and bottom of the sheets
were utilized to support acrylic pieces colliding with the swing
component. Third, the Cu foils and FEP films (thick: 12.5 µm) bonded
with other Cu electrodes were alternately pasted in the four spaces
separated by these acrylic sheets, and foams were introduced under the
Cu-FEP film. For each unit, electrons were pre-injected onto the surfaces
of FEP films by the corona discharging method. Fourth, the units were
divided into two sets, according to the motion phase. The units in one set
were directly connected in parallel, while between the two sets, the
series connection manner was adopted. At last, in order to avoid the
adverse effect of the high humidity, the TENGs were waterproofed by
the tile cement, which can keep the outputs with a slight decrease for a
long time.

2. Experimental section
2.1. Fabrication of the TENG device

2.2. Electric measurements of the TENG device

First, a circular acrylic sheet (diameter: 11 cm, thick: 2 mm) was
fabricated by the laser cutting machine as the main part of the swing

The electrical outputs of the TENG device were measured under the
2
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Fig. 2. (a) Sketches showing the copper balls with different diameters and springs with different lengths in the spherical TENG. (b) Output current and (c) output
power-resistance profiles for various spring lengths at the copper ball diameter of 30 mm. (d) Output current and (e) output power-resistance profiles for various
copper ball diameters at the spring length of 20 mm. (f-g) 3D graph summarizing the effects of spring length and copper ball diameter on (f) output current and (g)
output power.

ideal triggering generated by a linear motor or the regular water waves
generated by a standard wave tank equipment reported previously [30].
The equipment contains a wave generating mechanism and a rebound
wave absorber. The output current, output voltage and transferred
charge of the TENG devices, and charging voltage on capacitors were all
measured by a current preamplifier (Keithley 6514 System
Electrometer).

This unique spherical TENG contains four TENG units, and the
relative positions are labeled in Fig. 1c. Each unit is made of a copper foil
as an electrode and a 12.5 µm-thick fluorinated ethylene propylene
(FEP) film bonded with another copper foil as the dielectric layer. The
flexible foam is introduced under the Cu-FEP film to improve the contact
intimacy between the triboelectric materials. The detailed fabrication
process can be found in the Experimental Section. The working mech
anism of a TENG unit is briefly described in Fig. 1d. As the swing
component swings, the contact and separation of the Cu electrode and
FEP tribo-layer cause the accumulation of opposite charges on their
respective surfaces. The change of electrical potential between the two
electrodes during the movement causes charges flow through the
external circuit. According to the relative positions of the four TENG
units indicated in Fig. 1c, these units were divided into two sets shown in
Fig. S2a. For one TENG set, the contact and separation in each unit are
synchronized, so the units can be directly linked without rectifier
bridges. The output voltage curves of the two TENG sets were respec
tively measured in Fig. S2b, illustrating that they hardly interfere with
each other. Consequently, no matter whether the TENG sets are con
nected in parallel or series, the output offset will never occur. In this
work, the series connection was adopted. For practical applications of
the TENG, a self-powered energy harvesting system with high efficiency
driven by water waves is needed to be constructed, whose framework is
illustrated in Fig. 1e. Firstly, the TENG vibrates with the water waves,
converting water kinetic energy to electrical outputs. Secondly, the
output current of the TENG is boosted by the charge excitation circuit
(CEC). Then, multiple charge excitation TENGs are linked together to
compose a TENG network for large-scale water wave energy harvesting.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Device structure and working principle
The spherical TENG coupling the spring-assisted structure and the
swing structure, floating on the ocean surface, is schematically shown in
Fig. 1a. The diameter of the outer acrylic spherical shell is 12 cm, and the
inner part is separately demonstrated in Fig. 1b. The inner part contains
a swing component and a spring component, whose details are indicated
in the diagram. For the swing component, an axis is integrated with it,
while two bearings are fixed at the inner wall of the spherical shell. A
copper mass ball is embedded at the bottom of the component to lower
the center of gravity for reinforcing the swing motion. For the spring
component, two middle acrylic sheets are adhered to the spherical shell,
which meanwhile support four movable acrylic sheets by springs. The
photograph of an as-fabricated spherical TENG is presented in Fig. S1.
Triggered by water waves, the spherical shell is subjected to external
forces, inducing the swing component inside to swing left and right. The
acrylic sheets supported by springs restrict the swing height and
enhance the swing frequency.
3
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic scene exhibiting various motion patterns of the spherical TENG in the water waves generated by the standard wave tank equipment. (b) Output
current, output voltage and transferred charge at different water wave frequencies. The wave height is maintained as 10 cm. (c) Output current, output voltage and
transferred charge at different water wave heights. The wave frequency is maintained as 1 Hz. (d-e) Influences of (d) wave frequency and (e) wave height on the
output power-resistance relationships.

Finally, the charge excitation TENG network can be applied to power a
series of function circuits, including sensing, displaying and signal
transmitting, etc.

studied in Figs. 2d, 2e and S3b (the spring length L = 20 mm). The
maximum output performance is achieved when D = 30 mm, since the
heavy copper ball aggravates the deviation of the barycenter and in
creases the inertia of the swing movements. Nevertheless, larger balls
are not advisable to ensure the enough space for swing motions. In order
to present the combined effect of these two factors of spring length and
copper ball diameter, an orthogonal experiment was prepared and the
results are summarized in Figs. 2f and 2g. The spring length of 20 mm
and copper ball diameter of 30 mm are confirmed as the optimal
structure parameters, and the maximum output current and output
power reach 125.3 μA and 12.1 mW, respectively. The output voltage of
the optimal TENG was measured as shown in Fig. S4.

3.2. TENG structure optimization
The spring length and copper ball diameter in the TENG device
structure are the two most crucial parameters governing the output
performance of the TENG, which are clearly depicted in Fig. 2a. To
systematically explore the influences of these two factors, a linear motor
was utilized to drive the TENG regularly, fixing the vibrating frequency
at 1 Hz and the amplitude at 10 cm. As the spring length L increases
from zero to 20 mm (the copper ball diameter D = 30 mm), the output
current, peak power and transferred charges were investigated in
Figs. 2b, 2c and S3a. At the longest spring length (L = 20 mm), the TENG
achieves the maximum output current of 125.3 μA, peak power of
12.1 mW and transferred charge of 0.2 μC. Besides the magnitude of the
output peaks, the frequency is also enhanced by the springs, which can
be reflected by the obvious increase of the peak density in Fig. 2b. Before
reaching the highest point of the free movement, the swing component
collides with the spring component elastically, causing the swing period
to decrease and the frequency to increase. The results prove that the
existence of the springs can not only improve the contact force between
the triboelectric materials in each TENG unit, but also strengthen the
reciprocation of the swing component. However, the longer springs were
not discussed due to the limitation of spherical shell space.
Another important factor is the size or weight of the copper ball in
the TENG structure, affecting the barycenter of the swing component.
The trends of the output current, output power and transferred charge
with the copper ball diameter D raising from 20 mm to 30 mm were

3.3. Performance of the TENG in water
For investigating the output performance of the TENG in real water
waves, the TENG was placed and tested in a standard wave tank
equipment [30]. Driven by water waves, the swing component in the
TENG structure swings and collides with the spring component, whose
patterns are schematically depicted in Fig. 3a. In this work, the in
fluences of the water wave frequency and height were systematically
studied, and the frequency and height are specifically expressed in
Fig. 3a. The trends of the output current, output voltage and transferred
charge at various water wave frequencies from 0.5 Hz to 1.25 Hz are
shown in Fig. 3b, when fixing the wave height as 10 cm. As the fre
quency increases, the output performances first increase then decrease,
reaching the maximum output current of 56.7 μA, output voltage of
419 V and transferred charge of 0.25 μC at the frequency of 1 Hz.
Furthermore, the trend of the output power in Fig. 3d is the same, and
the peak value of 4.1 mW at the matched resistance of 10 MΩ is also
4
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Fig. 4. (a) Photograph of an as-fabricated TENG array floating on the water surface, which is composed of four TENGs linked by rigid strings. (b) Circuit diagram of
the TENG array connected by the CECs. (c) Schematic working principle of the CEC. (d-e) Individual output current of each TENG in the array and the overall output
current of the whole array (d) without or (e) with CECs. (f) Comparison for the output current of the TENG array with or without the CECs. (g) Power-resistance
relationships of the TENG array with or without the CECs. (h) Voltage curves on the capacitors for the TENG array integrated with the CECs when charging
different capacitors. (i) Comparison for the charging profiles of the TENG array with or without the CECs.

achieved at the frequency of 1 Hz. The initial increase is due to the faster
impact of the two components in the TENG structure. When the fre
quency is higher than 1 Hz, the swing period is not long enough for the
swing component to press the spring component sufficiently, leading to
the following drop of the electrical outputs.
In addition, the effects of the wave height on the output character
istics of the TENG were also studied. As can be seen in Fig. 3c, at the
optimal frequency of 1 Hz, the output current, output voltage and
transferred charge all increase with increasing the wave height,
implying that higher water waves are beneficial to the TENG operation.
The power-resistance relationships at various wave heights are dis
played in Fig. 3e, and the maximum power value of 4.1 mW at the
matched resistance of 10 MΩ is realized at the highest wave height. The
output performance is inferior at the low wave height, because the slight
waves cannot fully drive the TENG device due to its own weight.

shown in Fig. 3b. As for the whole TENG array, the overall output cur
rent of the four TENGs connected in parallel is also presented in Fig. 4d.
Not only the output current value is improved to 113.0 μA, but also the
peak density is simultaneously increased, ascribed to the incomplete
superposition of the TENG outputs.
To further improve the output performance of the TENG array, the
charge excitation circuit (CEC) reported in our recent work was applied
to integrate with the TENG array [29]. The working mechanism of the
CEC is simply described in Fig. 4c. The TENG can control the connection
mode of the capacitor group (C1, C2 = 10 μF) to switch between parallel
and series through metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors
(MOSFETs), resulting in the varying voltage difference with the external
capacitor CE (1 mF), whose capacitance is much larger than that of the
capacitor group to maintain a stable voltage value. The voltage differ
ence drives charges to flow back and forth between the capacitor group
and the CE, and the current of this process is greatly higher than that
produced by ordinary TENGs. For reaching the working voltages of the
components in the CECs, the CECs have to be pre-charged by the TENGs
for about 35 min. The pre-charging time can be hardly shortened, unless
the transferred charges of the TENGs themselves are improved, but we
can pre-charge the CEC by a DC source before using it. The photograph
of the electrical components integrated on a circuit board (4 cm × 4 cm)
is displayed in Fig. S6. The output current of a single charge excitation
TENG was tested in Fig. S7, indicating a peak current of about 7.0 mA.
The connection manner of the TENG array and the CECs is illustrated
in Fig. 4b. Each TENG in the array is first integrated with a CEC sepa
rately, and then connected with each other in parallel. A CEC can only be

3.4. Charge excitation TENG array
In order to capture water wave energy in a larger scale, a TENG array
consisting of four single TENGs was fabricated and investigated under
the optimal water wave conditions just discussed. The photograph of the
TENG array floating on the water surface is exhibited in Fig. 4a. The four
TENGs were structurally linked by rigid strings and electrically con
nected in parallel through rectifier bridges, and the circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. S5. In Fig. 4d, the rectified output current of each TENG in
the array was separately measured, and the levels are almost the same
and around 75.0 μA, which is slightly higher than that of single TENG as
5
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Fig. 5. (a) Flow chart of utilizing the charge excitation TENG array to drive a series of function circuits. (b) Application demonstration for powering a digital
thermometer. The voltage profiles on the thermometer and the photograph of the CECs and LCD screen are shown. (c) Simplified circuit diagram of the self-powered
wireless signal transmission and reception system. (d) Voltage profiles on the transmitting end and receiving end, and photographs of the LED indicator at
different stages.

integrated with a single unit of the TENG array rather than the whole
array. If the TENG units are first connected together through rectifier
bridges and then equipped with a CEC, the DC output cannot make the
CEC properly work and even damages the components in it. Fig. 4e
exhibits the individual output current for each TENG with a CEC, and the
peak value is up to 22.3 mA. The overall output current for the whole
TENG array is only improved a little to 23.3 mA, but the current peak
density is significantly increased, as shown in the rightest part of Fig. 4e.
In order to reveal the influences of the CECs on the TENG array, the
output currents with or without CECs are summarized in Fig. 4f for
comparison. With the CECs, the average output currents for single
TENGs in the array and the overall output current for the entire TENG
array can be respectively increased by 295 times and 205 times. More
over, the CECs can also increase the output power of the TENG array.
The power-resistance relationships of the TENG array with or without
the CECs are displayed in Fig. 4g. The integrating of the CECs improves
the peak power by 2.5 times from 4.69 mW to 16.64 mW, while the

matched resistance is decreased from 1 MΩ to 100 Ω. Here, the average
power corresponding to the maximum peak power is calculated as
1.2 mW. The small capacitances of TENGs always cause high internal
impedances and matched resistances. The integration of the CECs
significantly increases the capacitances of the TENG array, so the in
ternal impedance and matched resistance decrease accordingly. The
charging performances of the TENG array with the CECs to various ca
pacitors from 470 μF to 6.8 mF in 30 s are presented in Fig. 4h. For all
capacitances, the voltage curves rapidly increase in the initial period,
and then gradually stabilize, implying the pulse output is transferred
into the stable direct current (DC) output. The voltage values after
charging for 30 s are associated with the capacitances, and larger values
can be achieved for smaller capacitances. Fig. 4i is the comparison graph
of charging a 2.2 mF capacitor directly or integrated with the CECs,
exhibiting 10 times improvement of charging speed.
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3.5. Application demonstration

was utilized to power a digital thermometer and a wireless signal
transmission and reception system without external power supply for
self-powered systems, demonstrating the application prospects in
remote environmental information monitoring and transmitting toward
blue energy.

Finally, the applications of charge excitation TENG array for water
wave energy harvesting were demonstrated. The flow chart of utilizing
the TENG array with the CECs to drive a series of function circuits is
explained in Fig. 5a. The TENG first converts the mechanical energy of
the water wave motions to alternating current (AC) pulse electrical
power. Integrated with the CEC, the output current is boosted, and the
AC pulses are transferred to DC pulses simultaneously. Through orga
nizing multiple TENGs into an array or network, the density of output
signals can be greatly increased. In order to satisfy the demands of
general applications, a suitable capacitor is required for stable DC
power. Fig. 5b is the voltage curve of the charge excitation TENG array
when powering a digital thermometer under the optimal water wave
conditions. Here, a capacitor of 47 μF is applied, and it only takes 5 s to
reach the working voltage of 1.2 V for the thermometer. The photograph
of lit-up liquid crystal display (LCD) screen of the thermometer is pre
sented in the inset of Fig. 5b. After reaching the working voltage, the
voltage curve stabilizes at 1.6 V, so the thermometer can work
constantly with the water waves. After the water waves stop, the ther
mometer will keep working for a short time until the stored energy in the
capacitor is exhausted. The experimental process was recorded in Video
S1.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2021.105836.
Besides the thermometer, a self-powered wireless signal transmission
and reception system based on the charge excitation TENG array was
designed for the application demonstration. The circuit diagram of this
system is depicted in Fig. 5c, containing a transmitting end and a
receiving end. At the transmitting end, two charge excitation TENGs in
the array power an infrared emitting diode through charging a 470 μF
capacitor. At the receiving end, the other two TENGs power the relevant
infrared receiving diode and a liquid emitting diode (LED) indicator
through charging a 47 μF capacitor. The voltage curves of the two ends
are both displayed in Fig. 5d. In the first 4 s, the voltage on the trans
mitting end gradually rises to the working voltage of the infrared
emitting diode. For the receiving end, the TENGs with the CECs only
charges the capacitor in this process, since the infrared receiving diode is
cut off. Then, the transmitting end maintains the voltage of 1.0 V, and
emits infrared signal continuously. Correspondingly, the receiving end
accepts the signal, making the voltage rapidly decrease to the working
voltage of the LED, and the lit-up LED indicator is shown in the inset. At
14 s, the water wave tank equipment is stopped, so the stored energy in
the capacitors at the two ends is slowly dissipated. The intensity of the
infrared signal becomes weak and the LED indicator becomes dim. When
the water waves start again, the system is recovered to the normal
working condition, enhancing the infrared signal and lighting up the
LED. The experimental process was recorded in Video S2.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2021.105836.
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